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THRILlER



GuilLaume MusSo Brooklyn Girl I remember the moment very well. We were looking out over the sea, the horizon shining, when Anna asked the question: ‘IF I DID SOMETHING TERRIBLE, WOULD YOU STILL LOVE ME?’ How would you have answered? Anna was the lady of my life. We were getting married in three weeks. Of course I would love her, regardless of what she had done. At least that’s what I thought, but she feverishly rummaged through her bag and held out a photo to me. – I’m the one who did this. I gazed upon her secret, stunned, and knew that our lives had been shaken forever. In my state of shock I got up and left without saying a word. FIRST PRINT-RUN When I returned it was too late: Anna 450,000 COPIES! had disappeared. And I’ve been looking for her ever since.



PUBLISHED MARCH 24, 2016 480 P. PARTIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE



”



Devilish intrigue, unique and endearing characters, suspense at every moment: Brooklyn Girl is one of Guillaume Musso’s most ambitious and successful novels.



“Unbearable suspense! Once you open the novel, you won’t put it down until you know who this Brooklyn girl really is. All-nighters are on the horizon...” METRONEWS



©Emanuele Scorcelletti



THIS INTENSE AND CAPTIVATING COLD CASE IS AS ADDICTIVE AS A MAJOR TELEVISION SERIES.



MEDIA



“



(La Fille de Brooklyn)



GUILLAUME MUSSO is a phenomenon. Through his thirteen novels, translated the world over, this 41-year-old has conquered the hearts of millions of readers, and has imposed an original style, where suspense and emotion are closely woven together.



SKIP TO CONTENT



13 BESTSELLERS IN 13 YEARS! 25 Million copies sold worldwide > THE #1 BESTSELlING FRENCH NOVELIST FOR 5 YEARS STRAIGHT* * Source: GFK



MEDIA



Praise for Guillaume Musso in France… “Astonishing.” LE PARISIEN “Musso’s style is as effective and cinematic as ever.” LE POINT “Central Park has everything it needs to be a best-seller. (…) 400 exciting pages! (…) an exceptional vintage.” RTL “Guillaume Musso succeeds once again in surprising us. (…) Central Park keeps you holding your breath up to the last page. An adventure lasting less than 24 hours, with a few flash-backs and an end as unexpected as our desire to solve the mystery!” FRANCE INFO “Guillaume Musso confirms his true talent as a storyteller.” TV MAG/LE FIGARO “Fascination ensues. We dive into the ‘Musso mystery’ like children jumping into puddles with both feet at once.” LE PARISIEN



SKIP TO CONTENT



Visit Guillaume Musso on Facebook and on http://www.guillaumemusso.com
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MEDIA



… and abroad! “A little mysterious, a lot romantic and plenty entertaining.” COSMOPOLITAN (UK) “The roads to suspense are endless. And surprising… Central Park is a face-paced psychological thriller full of twists.” L’ESPRESSO (Italy) “A fantastic thriller that I couldn’t put down.” FLAIR (Netherlands) “Musso’s books have everything to be successful: an original plot, a unique style, strong and vivid characters.” METRO (Russia) “Gripping and moving.” ELLE (Germany) “We put the pieces together to discover another mystery. One thrilling story leads to another.” SISA NEWS PEOPLE (Korea) “Central Park begins like a typical thriller, but as the story goes on, other literary genres appear. Musso isn’t afraid of unexpected turning points in the action, and thanks to that, all the books he wrote and we read take a whole new meaning.” RZECZPOSPOLITA (Poland)



SKIP TO CONTENT



ARSÈNE LUPIN’S adventure



Benoît Abtey & PierRe Deschodt New Adventures of Arsène Lupin The Heirs (Les nouvelles aventures d’Arsène Lupin – Les Héritiers) A THRILLING ADVENTURE, FROM THE DARK ALLEYS OF PARIS TO THE MOROCCAN DESERT. Who is he? Where does he come from? No one knows. Arsene Lupin is everywhere but nobody knows what he really looks like. The most famous villain of his time, and the most distinguished as well. One doesn’t attack the most powerful people on Earth, however, without feeling their wrath.



PUBLISHED MARCH 3, 2016 351 P. PARTIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE



In 1897, the day after the fire at the Charity Bazaar – the pillar of the Parisian high-society – Lupin disappears. He is blamed for the drama. Above all, Athena, the love of his life, was killed in the blaze. Afterwards nothing holds any importance to him. Ten years later a scandal breaks and he resurfaces. Could he have become a traitor? A daily newspaper, Le Patriot, accuses him of having stolen military secrets in order to sell them to Germany! War is imminent!



SKIP TO CONTENT



https://www.facebook.com/Arsene.Lupin.Gentleman/?fref=ts http://arsene-lupin-gentleman.fr/



GRE AT RE T URN!



Will Lupin finally break his silence? All the panache and elegance of a legendary hero. Arsène Lupin is one of France’s most popular fictional characters. He is La Belle Epoque’s most elegant of gentleman thieves.



Photo © Bruno Lévy / Photo12.com



With ‘The Heirs’ Benoît Abtey and Pierre Deschodt bring the ‘gentleman thief’ back to life, a fascinating character who has captivated generations of readers.



BENOÎT ABTEY, 41 year-old illustrator and graduate of the Ecole Normal Superieur des Art Decoratifs, has written several novels. He lives in Paimpol with his wife and children. PIERRE DESCHODT, born in 1971, is a journalist and a writer who lives in Paris. Together they wrote a series of illustrated novels Arsene Lupin, the Origins published at Rue de Sevres Editions.



SKIP TO CONTENT



thrilLer



Nicolas Beuglet Patient 488 A TERRIFYING COUNTDOWN. A SHOCKING TRUTH FOR HUMANITY. Norway, winter 2015. Sarah Geringen, police detective in Oslo, visits the psychiatric hospital in Gaustaud. A patient has died. The man, interned for over thirty years with amnesia, has no identity. His only distinguishing feature is an old scar in the shape of the number 488 on his forehead. As soon as Sarah begins to ask a few disturbing questions a fire breaks out in the hospital. The autopsy reveals that a state of remarkable fear was the cause of Patient 488’s distress. Soon after, the body disappears… In Paris, while investigating a French laboratory, Sarah teams up with a certain Christopher Clarence, brilliant journalist whose brother, an ex-employee of the lab, has been assassinated.



TO BE PUBLISHED MAY 12, 2016 530 P. PARTIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE



Trailed by hitmen, this makeshift couple will discover secrets that would have been better left undisclosed. Secrets that reveal the darkness of the human soul…



NICOLAS BEUGLET After graduating from business school, Nicolas Beuglet went on to become a TV host, chief editor, producer and artistic director at M6 over a 12 year period. For the past two years he has devoted his time to screenwriting for television. He is 41 years old and lives in Boulogne-Billancourt, France. His debut thriller is called The First Skull. SKIP TO CONTENT



A NEW PROTAGONIST A NEW DARK TALE



young adult FANTASY SERIES IN 2 VOLUMES



AnNe Plichota & Cendrine Wolf



PARTIAL ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF V.1 AVAILABLE



Susan Hopper V.1: The Lost Perfum V.2: The Forces of Ghost Susan Hopper, a new cocktail dreamed up by these fantasy-loving authors: a unique and endearing protagonist, a haunted mansion in Scotland, both zany and unsettling characters and…a mystery to solve! After The Lost Perfum (elected youth novel in 2013), here is the awaited return of the strange loving heroine by Anne Plichota Cendrine Wolf!



best long and and



After studying the Chinese language, ANNE PLICHOTA spent some time in Korea and worked in China. Sha had several jobs: Chinese teacher, nurse’s aide, librarian… CENDRINE WOLF studied sports and worked in the socio-cultural environment. She loves illustrating. They live in Strasbourg.



After spending years in a Scottish orphanage, Susan has finally found a family who loves her. But the past quickly comes back to haunt her. To ward off this terrible curse, Susan must battle relentlessly against the ghosts of her ancestors.



MEDIA



This second volume brings us to the end of the dark tale. Will we see the young orphan overcome her past to finally become Susan Hopper, the person she hopes to be?



Photo ©Yury Toroptsov / Photo12.com



Luckily, Eliot, the Hopper’s son, Alfred, the crazy but tender-hearted grandfather and even Helen, the woman of the lost scent, are at her side.



“Nightmares, curses, phantoms… You will devour the first volume of this dark tale with fear in your stomach. A definite bestseller.” ELLE “Brilliant, spirited, terrifying and full of emotion. We also recommend this young adult novel to parents – the suspenseful narrative is so addictive.” LE PARISIEN “They made you dream with Oksa Pollock and they’ll give you goose bumps with Susan Hopper.” LE MONDE DES ADOS SKIP TO CONTENT



historical novel



Max GalLo I, Charlemagne, Christian Emperor (Moi, Charlemagne, empereur chrétien) THE ASTONISHING PORTRAIT OF ONE OF THE « FATHERS OF EUROPE » DEPICTED THROUGH THE ELOQUENT WRITING OF MAX GALLO. When the time came to place his soul into the hands of the Lord, Charlemagne felt neither fear, nor doubt, nor anxiety. Throughout his forty-six years reign the King of the Francs, who was crowned Emperor in Rome on December 25, 800, had been a fervent defender of the Holy Church. He converted all the nations he conquered to its faith. He carefully orchestrated his appearance in front of the Lord, confiding the principal acts of his life to Eginhard, a young and talented scholar. Through this exchange Max Gallo reveals the extraordinary character, composed of authority and subtle intelligence, of the man who built the Christian Empire while setting the foundations of Europe. He portrays a relentless conqueror, but also a refined reformer and a lover of arts, literature and women.



PUBLISHED FEBRUARY 11, 2016 186 P.



FIRST PRINT-RUN 25,000 COPIES!



A gripping story written in the first person that plunges the reader into the very origins of the Christian civilization.



THE HISTORIAN WHO SOLD MORE THAN 3 MILLION COPIES!



MAX GALLO has always been at the forefront of his career as a novelist, essay writer and historian. With a degree in History, a PhD in Literature, and having taught for a long time, he is the author of many novels and biographies. He became a member of the Académie Française in 2007. Among his publications with XO are: the series on the 2WW, as well as the biographies of Victor Hugo, Julius Caesar and Louis XIV which have been hugely successful.



SKIP TO CONTENT



Photo © Richard Schroeder



After his passing, the crumbling of the Empire served to reinforce his legend. His successes were a continued source of obsession for Napoleon.



historical novel



José Frèches Genghis Khan V. 1 The Man Who Loved the Wind V. 2 The Conqueror



PUBLISHED OCTOBER 22, 2015 HISTORICAL BIOGRAPHY IN 2 VOLUMES



This Mongolian nomad reigned over a territory even greater than that of Alexander the Great. A history of flesh and blood in which the violence of the tyrant is intertwined with wild and passionate love stories….



MEDIA



THE MYSTERIOUS AND FASCINATING DESTINY OF GENGHIS KHAN, THE MAN WHO RULED OVER THE GREATEST EMPIRE TO EVER HAVE EXISTED, STRETCHING FROM NORTHERN CHINA TO THE BORDERS OF EUROPE.



The conqueror Genghis Khan (circa 1165-1227) ruled over the greatest territory in all of history. Through sweat and sacrifice that left millions of bodies behind, this Mongolian built an immense empire. And yet he was only a nomad. José Frèches aspires to show us the intimate side of Genghis Khan, beyond just the merciless warrior he was. He conveys his fractures, his intuitions, his paranoia, his fascination for China, his immoderate desire for women, the love he felt for Borta, his principal wife, but above all his dreams, dreams from which all hopes and desires emerge and without which no human being is able to excel.



“In the writings of José Frèches (…), there is something of Max Gallo – simplicity, historical fiction with high quality writing. (…) We are impatiently awaiting the sequel….” NICE-MATIN



�1-*"', 23 LANGUAGES �+-0#2&,  MILlION COPIES SOLD IN FRANCE!



SOLD IN SPAIN!



Throughout this extraordinary saga readers will also discover how little things have changed over the past eight hundred years: globalization, East-West trade, culture shock, the desire for a better life…



Born in 1950, JOSÉ FRÈCHES is the author of several highly successful series: The Legend of the Jade, The Empress of Silk, and The Empire of Tears have sold more than a million copies and been widely translated. His romanticized biography of Buddha, I, Buddha, also managed to seduce a wide audience (more than 120,000 copies sold in France and translated into 11 languages). SKIP TO CONTENT



historical novel



A.B Daniel Queen of Palmyra (Reine de Palmyre) THE SAGA OF THE SYRIAN CLEOPATRA A woman who led a kingdom, stood up to the great Roman Empire, and became a legend in her lifetime. Born in a tent amid a nomadic clan of the 3rd century BC, nothing predestined Zenobia to become the great queen of the Middle East... Nothing except perhaps a shooting star that lit up that night’s sky. This sign comes to represent Zenobia’s impetuousness and contributes to the growing legend around her. As a teenager, she resists the marriage arranged by her father and flees to the great city of Palmyra – the capital of an empire that reaches from the Mediterranean to the Euphrates, where she will marry Palmyra’s king. When her husband is murdered, Zenobia surprises all and takes the helm as queen, and her rule will be exceptional. She becomes known for riding into battle with her troops, conquering her enemies first hand. That is, until she comes up against the great Roman Emperor Aurelius, a man who both battles her tenacious spirit and is also charmed by it... Today, all that remains of Zenobia’s kingdom are the time-worn columns, walls and outlines of the ancient city -- beautiful ruins amid the Syrian Desert that are visited by tourists and archaeologists. But Petrarch, Boccacio, Montaigne and Flaubert were all inspired by Zenobia’s legend over the centuries, now A.B. Daniel fill her lost kingdom with the life, love, excitement and adventures of “Queen of Palmyra”. Richly documented and evocatively imagined, A.B. Daniel frame Zenobia’s story against the backdrop of the rise of Christianity, the deadly politics of the Roman Empire and the equally vicious rivalries of the Syrian tribes – a freshly uncovered treasure for the reader.



SKIP TO CONTENT



PUBLISHED JANUARY 21, 2016 748 P.



A.B. DANIEL is the writing and researching team of Jean-Daniel Baltassat and Bertrand Houette; they are two of the three authors of the best-selling Incas trilogy (Antoine Audouard did not join this journey), which has sold a stunning.



� !-.'#1 IN FRANCE �.3 *'1&#"', 27 LANGUAGES



narRative acCount



Sylvie Vartan Mom



(Maman)



SYLVIE VARTAN’S HEARTBREAKING HOMAGE TO HER MOTHER. A lesson of courage and love. The exact same day that she lost her Mother, Ilona, on June 26th 2007, Sylvie Vartan realized just how extraordinary this woman had been, as well as just how much her presence at her side had been essential. She was the only person who had never left her, from Budapest to Paris, from Paris to Los Angeles. She had held everything together. She only wanted one thing – that her daughter, in her personal and artistic live, stay strong. Life, however, wasn’t easy for Ilona. As a young girl in Hungary she was forced into exile several times. In Sofia, Bulgaria, with her husband Robert Vartan, she experienced the anguish of communism: denunciation, fear, hunger...until their departure for Paris. Sylvie Vartan discovered her mother’s diary.



220 P. TO BE PUBLISHED APRIL 21, 2016



Helped by the writer Lionel Duroy, Sylvie composed this deeply moving tribute to a woman whose courage, selflessness as well as beauty continue to capture her heart. She was everything – the pillar, the ally, the helping hand, and the unconditional love of mother for her daughter.



Sylvie Vartan is a French singer of Bulgarian origin, born to a Bulgarian father and a mother of Hungarian roots. Muse of the Yéyés, she married Johnny Halliday in the 60’s. Top of the charts for French singers, she went on to record several songs in the United States.



SKIP TO CONTENT



NarRative acCount



Margaux Gilquin The Last Paycheck (Le Dernier salaire) THE ANGRY CRY OF A WOMAN WHO WON’T BACK DOWN. In the workplace “seniors” are becoming increasingly vulnerable. Women suffer the most from this insecurity. How can one live today, at 50 years of age and with no recognition, on more than 500 euros per month? In this moving book, Margaux Gilquin tells us about the uphill struggle to survive that thousands of women face every day. Margaux was 48 years old when she lost the job she had held for close to ten years. A terrible journey began and she faced dole lines, temporary work agencies, strange propositions, arrogant recruiters and the like, all of which lead to… no job offers. Margaux accepted anything in order to make ends meet and keep her head up, she even handed out her resumé in the airports. Survive so as not to slip farther down….into the streets. With sadness and anger, but also a lot of humor, Margaux tells us about her daily struggle to get by. A book of incredible strength.



SKIP TO CONTENT



TO BE PUBLISHED APRIL 14, 2016 180 P.
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Adult Titles Amanda Filipacchi



Elisabeth Kostova



Agent Kasper & Luigi Carletti



Brad Meltzer



t 5IF6OGPSUVOBUF*NQPSUBODFPG #FBVUZ. Published in May 2015 t 4VQFSOPUFT. Published in May 2014



Antonia Hodgson



t 5IF)JTUPSJBO Published in March 2006 t 5IF#PPLPG'BUF Publishedin January 2009



t 5IF-BTU$POGFTTJPOPG5IPNBT )BXLJOT. Published in May 2016 t 5IF%FWJMBOEUIF.BSTIBMTFB. Published in May 2015



Shin Kyung-Sook



Rachel Joyce



t .JSBM. Published in May 2010



t 5IF6OMJLFMZ1JMHSJNBHFPG)BSPME 'SZ. Published in Sep. 2012 t 1FSGFDU Published in Feb. 2014 t 5IF-PWF4POHPG.JTT2VFFOJF )FOOFTTZ Published in June 2015



Mitch Albom



t )BWFB-JUUMF'BJUI Published in Oct. 2009 t 'PS0OF.PSF%BZ Published in Oct. 2006 t 5IF'JWF1FPQMF:PV.FFUJO )FBWFO Published in May 2004



t 1MFBTF 5BLF$BSFPG.PN Published in March 2010



Rula Jebreal



Katherine Howe



t 5IF1IZTJDL#PPLPG%FMJWFSBODF %BOF Published in April 2010



Donald Mc Caig



Allen & Sandra Parton



t &OEBM. Published in Dec. 2010



Greg Kincaid



t "%PH/BNFE$ISJTUNBTPublished in Nov. 2009



Kurt Cobain



t +PVSOBMPublished in Nov. 2002



Mimi Alford



t 0ODFVQPOB4UPSZPublished in Feb. 2012



Rebecca James



t #FBVUJGVM.BMJDFPublished in June 2010 t 4XFFU%BNBHFPublished in June 2014



t 3IFUU#VUMFST1FPQMFPublished in Oct. 2007



Kathleen McGowan



t 5IF&YQFDUFE0OFPublished in May 2007 t 5IF#PPLPG-PWFPublished in June 2009 t 5IF1PFU1SJODFPublished in June 2011



Young Adult Titles Shane Hegarty



t %BSLNPVUI (4 volumes) V1. Published in May 2015 V2. Published in October 2015



John Grisham



t 5IFPEPSF#PPOF ,JE-BXZFSPublished in Oct. 2010 5IF"CEVDUJPOPublished in Oct. 2011 5IF"DDVTFEPublished in Nov. 2012 5IF"DUJWJTUPublished in Oct. 2013



Gayle Forman Kathy Reichs



t 7JSBMTPublished in Nov. 2010 t 4FJ[VSFPublished in Sept. 2011 t $PEF. Published in April 2013 t &YQPTVSFTPublished in March 2015 t 5FSNJOBMPublished in March 2016



Kerry Reichs



t -FBWJOH6OLPXOPublished in March 2012



t 4JTUFSTJO4BOJUZPublished in March 2010 t *G*4UBZPublished in April 2009 t 8IFSF4IF8FOUPublished in Nov. 2010



Markus Zusak



t 5IF#PPL5IJFGPublished in March 2007



Audrey Niffenegger



t )FS'FBSGVM4ZNNFUSZPublished in November 2009 SKIP TO CONTENT



2016



www.xoeditions.com Tour Maine-Montparnasse 33 av. du Maine, BP 142 757555 Paris Cedex 15, France



SKIP TO CONTENT
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